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ABSTRACT: The high-bias and breakdown behavior of
suspended mono- and few-layer WS2 was explored by in situ
aberration-corrected transmission electron microscopy. The
suspended WS2 devices were found to undergo irreversible
breakdown at sufficiently high biases due to vaporization of
the WS2. Simultaneous to the removal of WS2 was the
accompanying formation of few-layer graphene decorated
with W and WS2 nanoparticles, with the carbon source
attributed to organic residues present on the WS2 surface.
The breakdown of few-layer WS2 resulted in the formation
of faceted S-depleted WS2 tendrils along the vaporization
boundary, which were found to exhibit lattice contraction indicative of S depletion, alongside pure W phases incorporated
into the structure, with the interfaces imaged at atomic resolution. The combination of observing the graphitization of the
amorphous carbon surface residue, W nanoparticles, and S-depleted WS2 phases following the high-bias WS2 disintegration
all indicate a thermal Joule heating breakdown mechanism over an avalanche process, with WS2 destruction promoted by
preferential S emission. The observation of graphene formation and the role the thin amorphous carbon layer has in the
prebreakdown behavior of the device demonstrate the importance of employing encapsulated heterostructure device
architectures that exclude residues.
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The exploitation of semiconducting two-dimensional
materials is necessary for the realization of electronic
and optoelectronic devices at the limit of miniatur-

ization, offering advantages in power efficiency, device density,
and transparency.1 Such devices require a semiconducting
material with a direct band gap within the optical window.
Monolayer metal dichalcogenides exhibit this electronic
structure and, thus, have been the subject of intensive
research.2−5 Understanding the limitations and deficiencies of
these materials is necessary for informed device fabrication,
including knowledge of both the fundamental properties and
also the deficiencies that inevitably arise through limitations in
synthesis and fabrication capability. The metal−semiconductor

interface, semiconductor−substrate interaction, and doping
control are among such deficiencies recognized to be
precluding the use of two-dimensional materials in electronics
applications.6

The electrical breakdown of semiconductors is one such
fundamental limit, with it leading to potentially irreversible
material failure that severely alters the behavior of the device.
The specifics of the breakdown process can vary significantly
depending on the material, device, and conditions; it can be the
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result of either thermal or electrical mechanisms and might
proceed through an intermediate reversible phase (soft
breakdown) prior to complete failure (hard breakdown).7−9

Common through all is that they are ultimately instigated
through the application of a high electric field. For two-
dimensional materials we must consider two distinct scenarios:
breakdown with an electric field parallel or orthogonal to the
basal plane of the sheet. For materials to be used as a dielectric
layer, for instance in all-2D heterostructures, understanding the

breakdown resulting from gating fields orthogonal to the layer
is desirable. A detailed study of the breakdown of the dielectric
layered material boron nitride was performed by Hattori et al.
through conductive atomic force microscopy (AFM).10 With
semiconducting materials it is useful to determine the effect of
parallel source−drain fields, where pushing the limit of the
material properties can reveal the maximum reversible current
density obtainable.11−13

Figure 1. (a) SEM image of CVD-synthesized monolayer WS2 grains grown on a silicon substrate. (b) Photoluminescence spectroscopy of the
grown monolayer WS2 grains. (c) SEM images of the patterned silicon−silicon nitride device substrate to which grown WS2 was transferred.
Magnified view shows the slits across which the WS2 was suspended. (d) SEM image of a suspended WS2 device. The transferred WS2 layer
after cleaning remained coated in a thin layer of residual amorphous carbon.18 (e) Illustrations showing top and side views of the effect high
bias has on the WS2 device.

Figure 2. (a) AC-TEM image of monolayer WS2 prior to breakdown and (b) reconstructed image from a negatively masked FFT (inset)
showing carbon surface residue. (c−g) AC-TEM images and accompanying FFTs of a monolayer WS2 device with a beam-induced crack (not
used for breakdown experiments), showing amorphous carbon inside the crack.
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The distinct morphology of two-dimensional materials
presents a departure in the expected behavior upon breakdown,
as the extreme thinness ensures that dependences on substrate
interaction, surface impurities, and crystal defects will play a
large role. Here, we study the electrical breakdown of
suspended mono- and few-layer WS2 and show that following
breakdown of the suspended WS2 a rapid increase in current
density is observed, attributed to the simultaneous crystal-
lization of graphene layers from surface residues. This process is
tracked in situ at the atomic level using aberration-corrected
transmission electron microscopy (AC-TEM) combined with
an electrical biasing holder. During the WS2 breakdown, the
Joule heating induces crystallization of residual amorphous
carbon on the WS2 surface into graphene, which is also
decorated with W and WS2 nanoparticle remnants of WS2
breakdown and disintegration. The extreme high bias environ-
ment leading to the WS2 disintegration was found to permit the
formation of sulfur-depleted phases, with interfaces between
these phases imaged at atomic resolution.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

WS2 was prepared by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
according to our established recipes (see Methods).14,15 The
grown crystals were characterized by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), Raman spectroscopy, and photolumines-
cence (PL) spectroscopy (Figure 1a and b, Figure S1), with PL

spectroscopy delineating the formation of WS2 monolayers
from few layers due to the observation of direct-gap-enabled
luminescence in the monolayer case (Figure 1b).16 The WS2
was subsequently transferred to prepatterned custom-made
silicon nitride membrane chips for in situ TEM (Figure 1c−
e).17 AC-TEM imaging was performed using Oxford’s JEOL
2200MCO at a low accelerating voltage of 80 kV to minimize
electron beam induced knock-on damage to the sample. The
electron beam was blanked while bias sweeps were performed
to ensure that electrical effects were purely a function of biasing
and not beam damage. Imaging at high magnifications prior to
breakdown was minimized to prevent beam-induced defects
and holes leading to premature device failure.
The WS2 devices were imaged prior to application of a high

bias, revealing the expected hexagonal lattice (Figure 2a).
Application of a negative Fourier filter mask to the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of Figure 2a permitted reconstruction of the
image without the WS2 lattice contributions (Figure 2b),
revealing the thin layer of amorphous carbon on the surface.
We also demonstrated the presence of surface carbon residue
by using the beam to induce a crack in the WS2 in one of the
devices (Figures 2c−g). The presence of this residue is a
consequence of the film being freely suspended, with organic
contaminants from the environment readily anchoring
themselves to the membrane. Heating the sample in activated

Figure 3. (a) AC-TEM image of monolayer WS2 prior to high bias, visible in a window in the surface residue. (b) Two I−V cycles of a WS2
monolayer device. (c) AC-TEM image of a few-layer WS2 device prior to high bias. (d) Two I−V cycles of a WS2 few-layer device. (e, f) High-
bias I−V plots leading to WS2 disintegration for a (e) monolayer and (f) few-layer device. Highlighted areas labeled i−iii are referenced in the
main text. Magnified plots use a logarithmic scale for the current density. Data acquisition frequency is every 0.2 s. (g, h) AC-TEM images of a
post high-bias monolayer sample, showing nanoparticles decorating a few-layer graphene surface. (i, j) AC-TEM images of a post high-bias
few-layer sample, showing nanoparticle-decorated graphene and tendrils along the breakdown interface. (k) I−V sweep performed after WS2
breakdown, characteristic of graphene.
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carbon prior to experiments was used to remove the majority of
the contamination.19

In situ characterization of the fabricated mono- and few-layer
devices through sequential voltage sweeps demonstrated that
there was some evolution in I−V behavior following biasing
(Figure 3b and d). Such hysteresis has been frequently reported
for MoS2 devices20−22 and has been recently attributed to
surface carbon residue in a suspended MoS2 device study.

23 We
systematically increased the applied bias on our devices until
WS2 structural breakdown was achieved. Increasing the
source−drain bias beyond a threshold level (∼4.5 V for
monolayer, ∼8 V for few-layer) led to a rapid (<0.2 s) and
irreversible increase in the current carrying capacity of the
device (Figure 3e and f). TEM imaging following the biasing
revealed that for both mono- and few-layer devices the WS2
layer between the electrodes was replaced by turbostratic few-
layer graphene decorated with nanoparticles (Figure 3g−j).
The graphene did not uniformly fill the entire area between the
two electrodes, with areas of vacuum also evident (Figure S2),
but still formed a complete conductive pathway. Breakdown of
the few-layer WS2 also resulted in the formation of faceted
tendrils along the breakdown vaporization edge of the
remaining pristine WS2 (Figure 3i and Figure S3), which was
not observed in the monolayer devices (Figure 3g). A voltage
sweep after breakdown demonstrated an order of magnitude
increase in current density due to the formation of graphene
(Figure 3k).
A more detailed analysis of the high-bias plots in Figure 3e

and f suggests different stages in device behavior as the source−
drain bias was increased, labeled i−iii in the plots. During the
low-bias (i) regime the current increases constantly with the
bias. At intermediate bias (ii) the rate of current increase
escalates with voltage and the dependence becomes more
erratic. Decreasing the bias at this stage results in low hysteresis
of the device behavior; that is, the effect is largely reversible. In
the final high bias (iii) we observe a large, irreversible (Figure
S4), increase in the current density. These stages share some
resemblance to the (i) linear, (ii) soft breakdown, and (iii) hard
breakdown regimes that are expected in a device. This
correspondence is further supported by the observation of
possible carrier saturation in the monolayer device (Figure 2e),
labeled vsat, occurring between stages (i) and (ii). Physically, the
observation of these differing bias-dependent device behaviors
would suggest different conduction modes. For instance, stage
(i) likely corresponds to the standard linear conduction of the
WS2 layer, which in some devices can reach saturation when

under sufficiently high bias. The observation of a sharper
current increase in stage (ii) could be the result of Joule heating
enabling improved conductivity through the amorphous
carbon, permitting a greater contribution from this several
atom thick layer in current flow. Amorphous solids conduct
through a variable-range charge-hopping mechanism, which in
the case of amorphous carbon is hopping between localized
band tail states of the sp2 π orbitals.24 An additional carrier
excitation path becomes available above room temperature,
lying closer to the mobility edge, thus increasing the
conductivity further with escalating temperature.25 This also
explains the reversibility of this stage, as at lower biases the
device would run cool and behavior would revert. The final
stage (iii) represents the complete breakdown of the WS2 layer,
with an apparent simultaneous (less than 0.2 s) replacement by
the graphitized amorphous carbon.
The formation of graphene and breakdown of the WS2 must

occur near-simultaneously; if the graphene formed prior, then a
boost in current density would be observed before breakdown
and would effectively suppress the observation of carrier
velocity saturation in the WS2 (Figure 3e). Thus, to explain the
observed high-bias processes, we require a mechanism that can
explain both the WS2 disintegration and the simultaneous
graphitization.
We modeled the current density passing through a WS2 layer

between two electrodes by solving Poisson’s equation (see
Supporting Information). The contour plot of this current
density profile is shown in Figure 4a, modeling a WS2 sheet
spanning between two electrodes and continuing on either side
of the electrodes’ width. The current density through the WS2
can be seen to decay with distance away from the interelectrode
gap, as shown with a series of curved contours in Figure 4b.
This current density decay contour is reflected in the shape of
the breakdown interface observed (Figure 4c; also see Figure
3i). In practice we found that the breakdown interfaces were
not situated in the WS2 beyond the electrodes, but at some
point between them. We suggest this is potentially due to
irregular contact resistance between the WS2 and the electrode
along the ∼1 μm electrode width; in this case the region of high
current density is where there is good contact, and the
breakdown interfaces occur where there is a high contact
resistance segment of the electrode width. The similarity in the
curvature of the breakdown interface to the model suggests that
the disintegration of the WS2 and the formation of graphene
require a critical current density. Combined with our
observation of the carrier velocity saturation, this would

Figure 4. (a) Contour plot showing simulated current density distribution flowing through a WS2 sheet spanning two electrodes. (b)
Magnified view showing the contour lines of current density in the WS2 beyond the end of the electrodes. Blue lines indicate the extension of
the electrodes. (c) Low-magnification TEM image of between the electrodes following bias-induced breakdown showing a curved breakdown
interface between the high-bias formed graphene on one side and undamaged WS2 on the other. The red/blue coloring of the electrodes
suggests potential high/low contact resistance areas (see main text). (d) Simulated current density around a hole in WS2 filled with graphene.
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suggest that the WS2 undergoes an avalanche breakdown
process.9 We observe velocity saturation at 0.13 MV cm−1, in
good agreement with other experiments for MoS2.

26,27

Avalanche breakdown occurs under these high electric fields,

where the carrier acceleration is sufficient to reach velocities
that permit ionization and the generation of secondary charges,
so-called hot carriers. These can then generate further hot
carriers in additional impact ionizations in a runaway avalanche

Figure 5. Characterization of the post-WS2 breakdown graphene. (a) AC-TEM image taken from the edge of the few-layer graphene. (b)
Magnified view of a graphene monolayer, showing the expected lattice as confirmed by a fast Fourier transform (FFT) in (c). (d, e) Magnified
view and FFT of the turbostratic few-layer graphene area. (f) Polar coordinate transform of the FFT of the post WS2 breakdown graphene, (g)
with integration revealing the expected {100} and {110} peaks at 2.09 and 1.22 Å.

Figure 6. W and WS2 nanoparticles on graphitized carbon after WS2 high-bias disintegration. (a−c) Representative AC-TEM images of W
nanoparticles found post-WS2 breakdown. (d) Averaged FFT (polar coordinates) of all W nanoparticles, with dashed lines showing the {110}
and {200} reflections of W at r = 2.2 Å and r = 1.8 Å. (e−g) Representative AC-TEM images of WS2 nanoparticles formed postbreakdown. (h)
Averaged FFTs (polar coordinates) of all WS2 nanoparticles, showing the {100} reflections of WS2 at r = 2.7 Å. (i−k) AC-TEM image and
accompanying FFTs from corresponding colored areas, showing a distorted cubic structure (2.0 and 2.2 Å reflections) interfaced with a grain
corresponding to WS2 viewed down the [001] axis. (l, m) AC-TEM images of larger nanoparticles from few-layer WS2 breakdown. (n, o) FFTs
from the entire nanoparticle in (l) and the shaded area in (m), respectively, exhibiting reflections corresponding to WS2 viewed down the
∼[001] and [212] axes, respectively.
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effect, which typically leads to a massive increase in device
current. However, in a suspended two-dimensional material the
depopulation of electrons from the valence band would likely
lead to weakening and breaking of bonds during these impact
ionizations, and thus disintegrate the WS2.
Alternatively, the high current density could raise the

temperature above 1250 °C, the decomposition temperature
of WS2, through Joule heating. This would also explain the
simultaneous graphitization process, which has been shown to
occur at temperatures of 1500 °C.28 To reach these high
temperatures, we suggest that rather than the entire film being
subjected to a uniform current density between the electrodes,
as suggested in Figure 4a, instead defects and impurities could
lead to localized nanoscale regions of very high current density
and heating. These would lead to the formation of small islands
of graphene. The excellent conductivity of graphene compared
to the surrounding WS2 would focus the electric field through
these areas, amplifying the current density in the adjacent WS2
regions (Figure 4d) and thus the propagation of the Joule
heating front through the film.
We now move to discuss the formation of the breakdown

products: confirmation of the formation of graphene,
identification of the nanoparticles, and characterization of the
WS2 vaporization/breakdown boundary.
Confirmation that the formed layered material was well-

crystallized graphene was obtained through high-magnification
AC-TEM imaging. Figure 5a shows the edge of a few-layer
graphene film, with a magnified view of a monolayer edge
demonstrating the expected hexagonal lattice (Figure 5b) and
FFT reflections (Figure 5c) associated with graphene. The few-
layer areas exhibit moire ́ patterns (Figure 5d), arising either
from the graphitization process yielding only small graphene
grains with no interlayer correlation, and/or as a result of the

graphene tearing apart during breakdown to fold-in on itself.
Using a wider area for forming the FFT allows us to accurately
measure lattice reflections (Figure 5e−g), confirming that they
correspond to that expected from graphene.
Closer inspection of the nanoparticles revealed the formation

of several different types. Well-defined cubic nanoparticles were
observed (Figure 6a−c), some of which exhibited good
faceting. Analysis of a combined polar transform (see Methods)
FFT of these particles shows reflections in good agreement
with that expected of BCC W (Figure 6d). Other well-
crystallized particles with hexagonal symmetry were observed
(Figure 6e−g), with the summed FFT showing inner
reflections at 2.7 Å (Figure 6h), in good agreement with the
reflections expected from WS2. These show that breakdown of
WS2 and the subsequent film disintegration do not necessarily
lead to the complete evolution of the constituent atoms to
vapor, but rather the WS2 layer disintegrates with some
reassembling into W and WS2 nanoparticles. Unfortunately
confirmation of the chemical identity of the nanoparticles by
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was not possible
due to the geometry of the in situ holder tip, which blocked the
detector. However, beyond the imaging and FFT evidence, our
assessment that many of the nanoparticles are made of W and
WS2 is further supported by considering the nanoparticle size.
Analysis of the particle size distribution for both postbreak-
down mono- and few-layer WS2 devices shows a marked
increase in mean particle diameter for the few-layer case, from
4.4 nm to 9.9 nm (Figure S5). We propose that this is related
to the increased supply of W and S available in the few-layer
system.
Accompanying these regular nanoparticles were numerous

polycrystalline particles (Figure 6i,l,m). Analysis of FFTs
extracted from these particles suggests that they are defective

Figure 7. High-bias disintegration of few-layer WS2. (a) Low-magnification TEM image of nanoparticle-decorated graphene postbreakdown.
Scale bar: 20 nm. (b) Low- and (c) high-magnification images showing faceted W and WS2 structures at the vaporization boundary. (d, e)
Magnified views from shaded areas in (c), alongside FFTs. Blue arrows indicate line defects. Black arrow indicates W−WS2 interface. (f) AC-
TEM image of the interface between pristine WS2 and tendril (white arrow) and W−WS2 interface (black arrow). (g) Wide-field view of a
vaporization boundary. (h) Polar coordinate FFTs taken from the shaded areas in (g), corresponding to the pristine bulk and the tendril edge.
The line annotation is for r = 2.77 Å. (i) TEM image of tendril/bulk interface and (j) maps of the deviation (Δd*) of indicated {100}
reflections along the [10−10] and the [−1−120] axis, respectively.
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WS2. We have checked across our data set for matches to any of
the expected lattice reflections and symmetries from various
WxCy compounds;29 however none were found. Many of these
particles possessed crystal twinning and dislocation defects and
were less likely to exhibit clean faceting. The WS2 particle in
Figure 6i was observed to exhibit a crystal grain with an
orthorhombic structure (Figure 6j), which directly interfaced
with the WS2 grain. We suggest that this is a highly S depleted
WS2 grain, formed due to preferential S vaporization during
breakdown, which shall be discussed further later (Figure 8).
A notable difference in the breakdown of the mono- and few-

layer WS2 devices is the structure of the vaporization boundary,
with the few-layer devices yielding additional faceted tendril
structures along the curved boundary (Figure 7b and c). The
tendrils possessed a high density of line defects, indicated with
blue arrows in Figure 7d and e and leading to blurred or split
reflections in the FFTs. Comparison of the lattice structure of
the tendrils reveals instances of cubic and orthorhombic
symmetry, which interface directly with the majority WS2
structure (Figure 7d and f, black arrows). A cubic instance
shown in Figure 7d exhibits reflections at 2.2 Å, corresponding
to the expected {110} reflections for BCC W. An orthorhombic
atomic interface is shown in Figure 7f, black arrow, which we
identify as strained W, and is explored further in Figure 8. The
interface between tendril and the bulk (Figure 7f, white arrow)
exhibits epitaxial matching. However, it is apparent from this
image and from low-magnification images of the boundary
(Figure 7g) that the contrast of the tendrils is somewhat darker
than the pristine WS2. A box averaged intensity profile across
the interface (Figure S6) confirms that the contrast with respect
to the vacuum is 1.5 times greater for the edge area than the
bulk.

Possible explanations for the darker contrast are either that
the tendrils comprise more layers or the lattice is more densely
packed (i.e., compressed). To explore the latter possibility, we
systematically characterized the FFTs of all the edge tendrils in
comparison to the pristine bulk areas in our data set to identify
any lattice contraction. This analysis demonstrated the lattice in
the tendrils had undergone an average contraction of (7.3 ±
1.5)% compared to the pristine WS2. An example of this
analysis is shown in Figure 7g and h, showing polar coordinate
FFTs acquired from the indicated areas of the TEM image of a
vaporization boundary. The dashed line indicates the average
radial distance of the WS2 {100} reflections in the pristine bulk
area, which lies beneath the equivalent reflections in the polar
FFT acquired from the edge area, indicating a 4.7% contraction
in the lattice in this instance. Research in the literature on RF-
sputtered MoS2, which is typically S deficient, has shown a
similar contraction in the basal lattice,30,31 and a more recent
atomic resolution AC-TEM study demonstrated that contrac-
tion can arise due to the formation of linear chains of S
vacancies or S vacancy lines (SVLs).32 This is supported by the
observation of extensive line defects in our tendril structures.
Further evidence that the observed contraction is due to S
depletion of the WS2 is illustrated by mapping the deviation in
the WS2 {100} reflections across the breakdown interface
(Figure 7i and j). These maps reveal that the lattice contraction
is limited to the tendrils and is nonuniform. This range of
localized contractions is attributable to the irregular distribution
of S vacancies across the tendrils.
Figure 7f shows an atomic interface between the hexagonal

WS2 and an orthorhombic structure (black arrows). More
detailed characterization of Figure 7f is presented in Figure 8,
with Figure 8a showing a magnified view of the interface.
Examination of the lattice structure by acquiring FFTs (Figure

Figure 8. (a) AC-TEM image of the W−WS2 interface, as in Figure 7f. (b) FFT from the W lattice in (a) viewed down the [110] axis. The
{111} and {200} reflections suggest moderate lattice expansion from pristine W. (c) FFT from across the entire tendril in (a), showing a 6°
rotational misalignment between the W and WS2 lattices. (d) Magnified view of the indicated area in (a) and accompanying atomic model,
showing the atomic structure of the W−WS2 interface. (e) Magnified view of the indicated area in (a) and accompanying annotated image,
showing a shift in interface structure. (f) W−WS2 interface, with W viewed down the [110]. The inset FFT shows the W lattice is pristine. (g)
W−WS2 interface, as shown in Figure 7d, viewing W down the [001] axis. (h) Magnified view of the interface indicated in (g), showing the
atomic structure of the interface and shift toward high strain.
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8b and c) demonstrates that the orthorhombic lattice is likely
distorted W viewed down the [110] axis. Reflections for
pristine W are expected at {110} = 2.2 Å and {200} = 1.6 Å,
suggesting that the W lattice is moderately expanded. As
discussed above (Figure 7h), the WS2 lattice in the tendrils also
exhibits evidence of contraction. These respected distortions in
the crystal lattices enable good crystal structure matching across
the W−WS2 interface, as demonstrated by atomic resolution
imaging (Figure 8d). The accompanying atomic model sketch
uses a WS2 lattice with unit cell parameter a = 2.93 Å, as per the
7.3% contraction from 3.15 Å measured in Figure 7, and W of a
= 3.3 Å, a 4.4% expansion, which agrees with that measured in
Figure 8b. This model shows good agreement with the AC-
TEM image and illustrates how the lattices can have epitaxy
following distortion; pristine W and WS2 lattices would not
exhibit such epitaxy (Figure S7). In Figure 8e the start of the
W−WS2 interface line shows the shift in the lattice necessary to
accommodate the pristine WS2 lattice on the tendril edge.
Annotations indicate this shift from hexagonal WS2 to the
orthorhombic W, accommodated by a gradual decrease in the
apparent W−S bond length orthogonal to the interface in the
WS2 unit cells immediately along the interface edge (yellow
arrows). This apparent W−S bond length contraction is likely
due to S atom removal, permitting the W atom to buckle under
the adjacent S, as in sulfur vacancy lines reported previously.32

A further similar example of a W−WS2 interface was observed
that did not exhibit the same expansion in the W lattice (Figure
8f); here we see the expected 2.2 and 1.6 Å reflections in the
FFT. However, it can be seen that there is no clear atomic
interface between the orthorhombic W lattice at the top of the
image and the hexagonal WS2 lattice toward the bottom, with
instead a more complex extended interface connecting the two.
Interfaces between W (100) and WS2 were also observed
(Figure 8g); however it can be seen that this does not exhibit
good epitaxy, with a rapid shift along the interface toward a
disordered region (Figure 8h). This is a consequence of the
contraction of the WS2 lattice in the tendrils (Figure S8).

CONCLUSION
The electric breakdown of suspended WS2 mono- and few-layer
films has been studied via in situ TEM. We demonstrate that
the disintegration of the WS2 film at high electric fields is
accompanied by the formation of graphitized sheets, formed
from the thin amorphous carbon residue on the WS2. The
observed W phases in the tendrils, alongside the observation of
defective nanoparticles (Figure 6) and extensive line defects
and lattice contraction near the disintegration interface (Figure
7), suggest the disintegration of the WS2 layer during high-bias
occurs through the preferential release of S. The combination
of observing graphitization and preferential S vaporization
suggests a thermal rather than avalanche breakdown mecha-
nism. Atomic imaging revealed the bonding interface between
the WS2 and W grains, with the quality of the epitaxy strongly
influenced by the contracted lattice in the S-depleted WS2
remnant.

METHODS
TEM Imaging and Analysis. Imaging was performed on Oxford’s

JEOL 2200MCO AC-TEM at 80 kV. Images were subjected to a 2
pixel Gaussian blur to remove noise and aid image interpretation.
FFTs have sometimes been displayed in polar coordinates for clarity.
We used the Polar Transformer plugin for ImageJ to achieve this
(https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/plugins/polar-transformer.html). Atomic

resolution images have been subject to stigmatism correction
postprocessing where possible, as outlined in ref 33. In brief, an
FFT was acquired from the WS2 lattice of the image to be corrected.
The six reflections were fitted to an ellipse,34 with semimajor and
semiminor axes that describe the degree of astigmatism in the image,
as well as a rotation angle. The real-space image was then rotated so
the x and y axes corresponded to the major and minor axes, and
subjected to appropriate x and y scaling factors to correct for this
astigmatism.

Calibration. The lattice parameters of prebreakdown WS2 and
graphene reference samples were used to calibrate the high-
magnification TEM data. The unit cell parameter of WS2 was taken
as 0.3158 nm, and that of graphene as 0.2462 nm. To avoid any local
effect due to residual lens aberrations, the calibration was carried out
by averaging all of the same family of reflections measured in the FFT.

Fabrication of the Si/SiN Chip. Si wafers (p-doped, 200 μm
thick, 4 in. diameter) were first subjected to an RCA clean. The Si-rich
SiN thin film (100 nm thick) was deposited on both sides of the
cleaned Si wafers through low-pressure chemical vapor deposition.
During deposition the substrate temperature is fixed at 850 °C and the
gas ratio between SiH2Cl2 and NH3 is maintained at 100:25. The view
window was patterned by photolithography on one side of the SiN,
then etched by reactive ion etching. SiN inside of the observation
window was etched by wet etching (45% w/w KOH solution at 80
°C), leaving a suspended SiN film across the observation window.

WS2 Synthesis and Transfer. Details and diagrams for the
procedure are in ref 14. A double-walled quartz tube was inserted
through two tube furnaces. S precursor powder (300 mg, 99.5%) was
placed in the outer tube and aligned with the first furnace. WO3 (200
mg, 99.9%) precursor was inserted into the inner tube within the
second CVD tube furnace, at the center of the hot-zone of the furnace,
and the substrate (Si/SiO2 chip) was located in the outer tube with a
precalibrated distance further downstream. Ar carrier gas was used to
bring reactant vapor to the substrate, permitting WO3 sulfurization at
the substrate. The first, S-containing, furnace was held at 180 °C, and
the second furnace at 1170 °C, with the reaction stage taking 3 min.
Samples were rapidly cooled by removal from the furnace following
the reaction stage.

Transfer was achieved by spin-coating the sample with a supporting
poly(methyl acrylate) (PMMA) scaffold (8% wt, Mw 495k). The
PMMA/WS2 stack was separated from the SiO2/Si substrate by KOH
etching (1 M) at 60 °C. The PMMA/WS2 film was transferred via
clean glass slides to deionized water to rinse residue from the WS2
side, which was repeated several times. The film was then transferred
to the sample chip, allowed to dry overnight, and then heated on a hot
plate at 150 °C to drive off remaining water and promote sample
adhesion.

WS2 Device Patterning and Fabrication. The chips were
patterned by electron beam lithography using a JEOL JBX-5500FS,
followed by metalization and lift-off. The patterned electrodes were
aligned with the viewing window by imaging the sample within the
JBX-5500FS and then appropriately positioning the pattern relative to
prepatterned alignment markers. The contacts were metalized by
thermal evaporation of 90 nm Au with a 10 nm Cr adhesion layer. The
suspended region was then created by bisecting the contacts by
focused ion beam milling (Zeiss NVision) of a ∼200 nm slit through
both the metal contacts and the suspended SiN film, yielding a
source−drain electrode separated by vacuum. Sets of three devices on
each chip share a common ground/drain. Following WS2 transfer to
the chip the chip was wire bonded to a custom printed circuit board
(PCB) that can be clamped in the biasing TEM holder.

Cleaning. Following the transfer of WS2 to the device and PMMA
removal via solvent rinsing, the chip was buried in activated carbon
and heated. The temperature was set to 200 °C, and the sample was
heated for 2 h.
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